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Ql/ A steam power plant operates on ideal regenerative Rankine cycle with two open feed water heaters, seeFig (1)' Steam enters the turbine at 12MPaand 500 oc and exhausts to the condensers at 4 kpa. Steam isextracted from the turbine at 0'7 MPa and 0'3 MPa. water leaves uotrr reeJwater heaters as saturated liquid.The mass flow rate of steam through the boiler is zr qls. Determine:
1- . The net power output of the piant and,
2- The thermal efficiency of the cycle.

(20 degree)

Q2l Give answers for the following: -
A) A cooling tower cools 20 k!/s of water from 46 octo 3l oc, by in unsaturated air mixture$fltfi"t'enters the tower at27 oC and 62%...]?tll. humidity, and leaves at 3g oc and g4yorelative humidity,see Fig (2). Assume Cp (water):4.2 kJ/kg. oC, deiermine:
1- The rate of air flow and,
2- The quantity of water evaporated per second. (10 degree)

B) Answer one branches only:
1) Give the answer for the following:_

i- The disadvantages of the fire tube boilers.
ii- The advantages of the gas power plant.

2) compare between open and closed feedwater heaters?

Q3/ Give answers for the following:
A) Define the cogeneration? Give in detail explanation the types of cogeneration?
B) The requirements of ideal surface condenser used for power plants?

Q5/ Give answers for the following:
A) classifu the fossil-fuelled steam generators components?
B) The advantages clamed for forced circulation in water circulation boiler system?
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Dctelllline the pressure at which the rchcatcr operates?

Tl=T3=1200°K,T6=310° K,PI=P7=P8=430 kPa,P4=P5=P6=120 kPa,k=1.4           (20 degrec)
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Heat exchanger

Fig(3)



ASHRAE PSYCHROMETR:CC‖ ART NO.1
NORMAL TEMPERATURE

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE:101.325 kPa
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